BELOVED INSTRUCTOR'S CAREER SKETCHED

By C. J. Biery

The career of C. J. Biery is described, highlighting his teaching career at different schools and colleges. He is noted for his modeling of the latest in teaching methods and his dedication to education. His hobbies and interests are also mentioned, and his contributions to the field of education are acknowledged.

KNEPPER PLANS ROUND TABLE IN BUS. ED.

Dr. Knepper plans a round table in the business education department to discuss various topics and present proposals. The purpose of the round table is to bring together educators and professionals to exchange ideas and perspectives.

CHICAGO TRIP VERY EVENTFUL

A Chicago trip is described, including various attractions and social events. The trip is noted for its eventful nature, with highlights such as visiting museums and attending a lecture at the Planetarium.

FEMALE ORCHESTRA COMES TO BOWLING GREEN

A female orchestra is coming to Bowling Green, adding a musical element to the city's cultural offerings. The orchestra's performance is anticipated to be a significant event.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, JULY 21, 1937

DePaul Players to Perform at BG

DePaul Players are scheduled to perform at Bowling Green University, indicating the diversity of cultural activities available at the institution.
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CHICAGO TRIP VERY EVENTFUL

It was an exceptionally fine group of B. G. summer students that took part in the educational tour to Chicago, leaving Fri-

CHICAGO TRIP VERY EVENTFUL

day afternoon and returning on Sunday.

The Greyhound, chartered for the trip, was filled to capacity and enthusiasm ran high as the "all aboard" was sounded.

After the hot weather experienced in Bowling Green, the cool invigorating days spent in Chicago came as a great relief, and added greatly to the plea-

CHICAGO TRIP VERY EVENTFUL

sure of the trip. It was perfect "air-conditioned" weather as someone expressed it, the "just right" kind.

PROF. C. J. BIOERY

In going, the tour had been planned to take us through the famous dune region of Indiana, the six lakes, Lake Michigan, East Chicago, and various points of interest.

Upon arrival in the "Wind City" we went directly to the Auditorium Hotel on Michigan Boulevard where special party rates had been secured. Since it was so centrally located, it was our easy task to go up the various hotels and make a real after-
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noon of it.

Supper is set for 5:30 o'clock, in the Atwood Hotel Banquet Hall, for 8:30. Tickets for the supper, and dance must be secured at once, and reservations of-
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by presenting your activity ticket.

WORKMAN INJURED

 Vera Cogan, 38, of Grand Rapids, was injured seriously last week when he fell from a scaffold, while working on the new auditorium at Bowling Green University.

Cogan suffered a fractured right wrist, a broken left knee and head, and a broken left wrist, along with several internal injuries. His face and head were badly bruised.

It is understood that he was working near Cogan said they did not know the reason for this fall, while a local newspaper reported that the scaffold gave way and Cogan was thrown from a beam to the new orchestra pit below.

KNEPPER PLANS ROUND TABLE IN BUS. ED.

Dr. Knepper has just completed the preparation of the program for the College Instructor's Round Table of the National Commercial Teachers' Federation which meets in Chicago, Dec. 29, 30 and 31. The theme for the three sessions of the Round Table on Dec. 29 is announced as "Business Education in the First Two Years Beyond Senior High School." The business education program is to be presented in round table fashion with representatives from various vocational institutions, and special meetings for discussion.

Among the institutions which have accepted places on the program are those of the Shedd Aquarium, the Field Museum, and attending a lecture at the Planetarium.

A "night tour" of the city was made which took us to some
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For Outstanding Achievement

The work of Dr. Williams as president of this institution has been one of his well earned reward. He has started with nothing and taken a school through all the steps of its growth. We are now no longer merely a teacher's college in the forefront of northwestern Ohio, and it caused its number of students and the distances driven each day were sent in.

The recent heat wave melted all down, but our dear president, who took a little bit of its influence, continued to pour on the work. He: The popular English teacher, Homer Smith of Van Wert went home for the week-end and was elected district commander of the American Legion.
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Knepper Plans
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of Akron, Joseph S. Haydn; Dean of Conservatory, New O. University, Denver, Western Illinois State Teachers College; Dr. Benjamin Carnegie Institute of Technology, Indiana University, and the University of Michigan. According to Dr. Knepper, his first announcement of the program has elicited many favorable comments on the timeliness of the topic and the method of presentation. It is pointed out by the president of the con-

A round Table Discussion will be the high spot of the meeting. The program has already been furnished to business education magazines and it is expected that it will appear in early issues of several of them. Abstracts of the ad-

dresses on the program will ap-

pear early in 1938 Business Education Digest, official mag-

azine for the Federation.

Dr. Knepper is chairman of the Round Table. Harvey S. Andrus, State Teachers College, Blinnburg, Pa., chairman, and Miss Edora Flint, University of Akron, is secretary.

Thus is brought to B. G. S. U. and Dr. Knepper much na-

tural publicity. It is further demonstrated that there is real leadership in our faculty. It is apparent that this institution has reached a stage in its deve-

loment when it can no longer afford to be a follower only in already well beaten paths edu-

cationally. It must begin to take the lead in educational thinking and experimenting. It undoubtedly has faculty capable of such leadership and it must be charged with failure to the ex-

tent that it fails to make the widest possible use of its ability.

Incidentally, the B. G. News co-

gratulates the Department of Business Education and its progressive faculty members on the favorable notice which will be given it in the next few months through the publicity of this program.

RATS KILL CATS

Shanghai, Feb. 27 (UP)—Dis-

patches from Linan, in Northern China, today stated that rats were eating cats in that neighborhood. Witnesses said that one rat acts as a de-

vour. When a cat gives chase, the other rats surround and kill it.

WHICH PROFESSOR?

Edna Keller — a "well-

scented"—interested at present in the Children's Home— from Scotch River, Ont.

Dr. Swanson—whose unerring patience guides many a merry 

folksinger is back on campus.

enthusiastic about the fact last week that the weather-man decided to give us a day or two of cooler weather.

There is a serene Providence which rules the fate of nations, which makes little account of time, little of one generation or race, makes no account of disasters, conquers alike by what is called defeat, or by what is called victory. Against side enemy and obstruction, crushes everything immoral and inhuman, and obtains the ultimate triumph of the best race by the sacrifice of everything which resists the moral laws of the world. It makes its own moral laws, and it is expected that it will give every race its own order and ordains that only that race which combines per-

falls finally finished her latest 

work. "Ten Thousand Alleys for Every Occasion." Moreover, she has dedicated it to the Five Sisters—Take it from me, they are the most important people of the really big men on the campus, is putting up a big front—Bob 

Pranks didn't do so well in his economics test, reason, he wore his history shirt—Bill Marshall couldn't sleep last night, the shade was up. Why didn't he pull it down—Yep, Prof. 

Schwarz has his classes so quiet you could hear a pin drop (roll-

ing)—Maybe I'd better put an end to this—Just goes to show that when you leave pencils lying around.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Try BALTIMORE ICE CREAM unpassed quality at ROSS BAKERY Opp. Post Office

Expert beauty work on all kinds done here.

KAY-ANN

Phone 468

THE KAY-ANN

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

The Bank of Wood County

CAMPUS CAPERS

Don't quote me, but rumor 

has it that "Tarzan" MacFar-

lane boasted to his classmates 

that race which combines per-

fection, and ordains that only 

that race which combines per-

fection with the virtues of an 

shall endure."—Emerson

It isn't what a man knows that matters, but how near he is to a straight line he can drive the processes of his mind; how near he can come to inculcating a truth or method. No man should be judged by what he doesn't know, but he should be judged only by how quickly and sen-

sibly he assumes new duties.

Parrish, Diary of a Dull Wrangler

Summer Sale 

now on

BIG SAVINGS .

Gifts for all occasions

Klever's Gift Shop

COOL OFF at the

HOLLAND ICE CREAM STORE

DELCIOUS DOUBLE DIP SUNDAES 10c

HI-PEAK CONES 5c
SOLEBAT LEAGUE TITLE REMAINS TIED THIS WEEK

FREY WINS FOURTH STRAIGHT GAME

NEW RIVALRY AROUSED

Two more games of heads-up softball last Thursday kept the league title tied after the last game was called off. At present the teams led by Kohl and Frey stand at the top with four games won to one lost. The Gwyn and the McBride are tied for second, yet hit their stride and consequently are found today in the cellar tied with one game won and four lost. As you see a wide gap separates these teams leading the league and those bringing up the rear. We realize due to unavoidable circumstances that the publicity department has been weefully negligent to date but starting with this send-off we hope to have more spirit shown. The Gwyn team tied in a special meeting at this time for the fate of winning the last four games to tie in the league title Thursday afternoon they defeated the Gwyn team in a splendid game. The latter team was not to be found—none! Construction of the Ad. building seems to be the spot wherein most girls "primp" their hair. Also likely to be found—none! Construction of the Ad. building. Stretch without a pin and with the fingers as thin as a thread the Library is 7 hair-pins distance.

A thorough understanding of the psychology of the game is essential in a large manner. All in all, a bit of enthusiasm that the fear is not showing on the diamond. Some of their luck to the enthusiasm that the fielders, some players just starting in the game. Some of the most powerful Chinese "livewires" were pounding out 50 Hair Pins South, and four lost. As you see a wide gap separates these teams leading the league and those bringing up the rear. We realize due to unavoidable circumstances that the publicity department has been weefully negligent to date but starting with this send-off we hope to have more spirit shown. The Gwyn team tied in a special meeting at this time for the fate of winning the last four games to tie in the league title Thursday afternoon they defeated the Gwyn team in a splendid game. The latter team was not to be found—none! Construction of the Ad. building seems to be the spot wherein most girls "primp" their hair. Also likely to be found—none! Construction of the Ad. building. Stretch without a pin and with the fingers as thin as a thread the Library is 7 hair-pins distance.
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